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RIVIERE RUGS and O&A London have collaborated

to create ‘Caledonia’, a debut collection of five new
hand-knotted rug designs by Russian designer Anna
Agapova. Influenced by the ethereal beauty of the
Scottish Highlands, this stunning selection will launch
during the London Design Festival at Focus in the
Design Centre Chelsea Harbour and will be showcased
at Decorex 2019. Riviere are also presenting their latest
rugs at Decorex, introducing a captivating range that
pushes the boundaries of complex weaving and custom hand dyeing. Each one is crafted in Nepal by
highly skilled weavers whose traditional knotting
techniques have been passed down through the generations; the abstract and geometric designs are
entirely hand-woven in the signature Riviere purest
silvers, emerald greens, opulent golds and elegant
blues. Combining the gentle sheen and radiance of
fine silk with indulgently soft, hand-carded Tibetan
wool, these luxurious new creations are made to be
treasured for a lifetime. All Riviere designs can be
customised in the widest possible range of colours,
sizes and yarns, while a fully bespoke service is also
provided for those seeking exclusive and original
one-off pieces. For details, ring 020 3601 4600, or visit
riviererugs.com. Riviere Rugs will be exhibiting at Focus,
stand K, and Decorex International, stand F168
‘Ocean’ is inspired by the abstract, unpredictable
trails left by the receding tide on a sandy beach

Now in its 14th year of production, our
workshop is well-known for its classic planters and
vases – made entirely by hand the old-fashioned way,
from solid sheets of copper, brass and zinc. The
broad choice of traditional foundry finishes ranges
from warm copper bronze and mellow hues of verdigris through to softer greys of zinc. At Decorex 2019,
there will be a new ribbed box design named after
Scottish landscape designer JC Loudon, as well as
new slim sizes of our classic ribbed planters. Distinctive in appearance, with a refined sense of line and
proportion, these are all suited to frame doorways
and ideal for narrower balconies or situations where
space is restricted. The wide range of sizes and finishes
is perfect for the present eclectic way that designers
work, mixing metals, shapes and sizes. The popular
‘Forres’, ‘Atholl’ and ‘Elgin’ (shown) are all available
and in stock. Bronzino can also integrate invisible
wheels and make much larger or custom pieces.
For details, ring 020 7370 4344, or visit bronzino.co.uk.
Bronzino will be exhibiting a selection of zinc planters,
alongside some of its new copper vases, at Decorex
International, stand G165
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From left: brass-bronze ‘Forres’, copper-bronze
‘Atholl’, copper-bronze ‘Elgin’

